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On the Linkage between AMPA and NMDA Receptor-mediated 
EPSPs in Homosynaptic Long-Term Depression in the 
Hippocampal CA1 Region of Young Rats 

Min-Yi Xiao,’ Martin Karpefors,’ Bengt Gustafsson,* and Holger WigstrGm’ 

Departments of ‘Medical Biophysics and *Physiology, GCiteborg University, GGteborg, Sweden 

Homosynaptic long-term depression (LTD) was studied in 
hippocampal slices from 12-18-d-old rats using field EPSP 
recording in the apical dendritic layer of CA1 pyramidal 
cells. Independent estimates of the a-amino9-hydroxyd- 
methylisoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and the KtIIethyl-D- 

aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor-mediated components of 
the field EPSP were obtained in parallel using early and late 
measurements of a dual-component EPSP in a low-mag- 
nesium solution. LTD was induced by low-frequency stim- 
ulation (LFS; 2 Hz for 10 min), resulting in equal relative 
changes of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated com- 
ponents. Under conditions when the AMPA receptor-me- 
diated component was fully blocked, a similarly sized LTD 
was observed for the pure NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP 
(measured as initial slope or peak amplitude). Equal 
changes in AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated compo- 
nents occurred also upon application of the adenosine ag- 
onist N6-cyclohexyladenosine (CHA), known to act by de- 
creasing transmitter release. On the other hand, LTD was 
found to interact in a multiplicative manner with the pre- 
synaptic release changes induced by CHA and by paired- 
pulse facilitation. The induction of the LTDs of both AMPA 
and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs was blocked by the 
NMDA receptor antagonist D(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonopen- 
tanoic acid and by the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid. 
Partial blockade of LTD by okadaic acid resulted in equal 
partial blockade of the LTDs of the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated components. On the other hand, the L-ty- 
pe calcium channel blocker nifedipine, the metabotropic 
glutamate receptor antagonist (I?!?)-cu-methyl-Ccarboxy- 
phenylglycine, the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor Nw-nitro- 
L-arginine, and the heme oxygenase inhibitor protoporphy- 
rin IX zinc(ll) had no effect on LTD of either the AMPA or 
the NMDA receptor-mediated component. 

These results of equal changes of AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated components of the field EPSP in associ- 
ation with LTD, and the consistent parallelism of effects or 
noneffects on these components by various receptor an- 
tagonists and enzyme inhibitors, seem more easily ex- 
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plained by a presynaptic locus for LTD than by a postsyn- 
aptic one. 

[Key words: synaptic plasticity, long-term depression, 
AMPA receptors, NMDA receptors, hippocampus, CA1 
area] 

An important feature of many central synapses is their ability to 
undergo long-lasting changes upon usage. For instance, follow- 
ing certain patterns of afferent activation, glutamatergic synapses 
in the hippocampus and neocortex can, in the long-term, increase 
as well as decrease their efficacy. These processes, referred to 
as long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression 
(LTD), respectively, have attracted much attention due to their 
possible involvement in learning and memory (Artola and Sing- 
er, 1993; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Linden, 1994). Both 
homosynaptically induced LTP and LTD found in the hippocam- 
pal CAI area are now fairly well understood at the induction 
level. They are both believed to be initiated by an influx of 
calcium ions through postsynaptic N-methyl-r>-aspartate 
(NMDA) receptor channels, possibly depending on the quanti- 
tative and temporal aspects of the calcium influx, and different 
enzymatic systems are triggered, leading to either an up- or 
downregulation of a common synaptic modification (Dudek and 
Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992). 

Relatively little is currently known about the linkage between 
the rise in postsynaptic calcium and the persistent synaptic mod- 
ification as well as the nature and location of the latter. In at- 
tempts to decide the location of LTP/LTD, advantage can been 
taken of the fact that the glutamate-evoked EPSP consists of two 
components, mediated via a-amino-3-hydroxy-5methylisoxa- 
zolepropionic acid (AMPA) and NMDA receptor channels, re- 
spectively (Wigstrom and Gustafsson, 1986; Collingridge et al.. 
1988; Hestrin et al., 1990). For instance, results that LTP/LTD 
is associated with equal changes in AMPA and NMDA recep- 
tor-mediated EPSPs, or with an increase of the AMPA receptor- 
mediated EPSP only, would argue respectively for or against a 
presynaptic location of the synaptic modification. Studies of 
changes in AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components 
during LTP have, however, given conflicting results. Whereas 
some studies report that LTP is essentially associated only with 
a change in the AMPA receptor-mediated component (Kauer et 
al., 1988; Muller and Lynch, 1988; Perkel and Nicoll, 1993), 
others have reported a substantial parallel LTP of the NMDA 
receptor-mediated EPSP either relatively smaller than the 
AMPA receptor-mediated one (Asztely et al., 1992) or equal to 
it (Clark and Collingridge, 1994). LTD, on the other hand, was 
recently found to be associated with near equal changes of the 
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AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components of the field 
EPSP (Xiao et al., 1994). 

In view of the divergent results on LTP regarding the relative 
contribution of the two receptor types, one may ask to what 
extent the finding of near equal changes of AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated components in LTD was merely fortuitous. 
To explore this question, the present study has examined the 
robustness of the coupling between the LTDs of the AMPA and 
NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSPs by applying various 
pharmacological treatments that might be expected to interfere 
with LTD. Moreover, the possibility that the changes in AMPA 
and NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSPs observed during 
LTD reflect a presynaptic modification has been explored by 
comparing these changes with those given by procedures known 
to affect presynaptic function. 

Materials and Methods 
Slice l~ruljc~r~ltion cl& rlrc~trol~h~siolo~~. Experiments were performed 
on Sprague-Dawley rats from 48 rats, 12-18 d old, an age at which 
LTD can be readily induced (Dudek and Bear, 1993). After decapitation, 
the hippocampus was dissected out and transverse slices, 400 pm thick, 
were cut with a tissue chopper. The slices were transferred to a constant- 
flow recording chamber (Brain Slice Chamber, Medical Systems Corp., 
Greenvale, NY), where they were maintained at 29%30°C in the inter- 
face between an oxygenated (95% O,, 5% CO?) salt solution and hu- 
midified gas (95% OL. 5% CO,). The solution contained (in mM) NaCI, 
119; KCI, 2.S; C&I,, 2; MgCI,, 0.1; NaHCO,. 26; NaH,PO,. I; and 
glucose, IO. In addition, I FM 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione 
(CNQX) was normally present to reduce the AMPA receptor-mediated 
component of the field EPSI? When a pure NMDA receptor-mediated 
field EPSP was used, the concentration of CNQX was raised to IO PM 

to fully block the AMPA receptor-mediated EPSP A surgical cut was 
always made between CA3 and CAI regions to prevent epileptiform 
bursting. 

Extracellular responses were recorded in the apical dendritic layer of 
CAI pyramidal cells, using glass micropipettes tilled with 3 M NaCl 
(resistance, I .S-4-Ml]). Activation of two nonoverlapping synaptic 
populations was provided by placing two stimulating electrodes in the 
dendritic layer on either side of the recording electrode (WigstrGm and 
Gustafsson, 19x5). Electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires were used 
as stimulating electrodes. Test stimuli consisted of 0.1 msec negative 
constant-current pulses (IO-40 PA) delivered alternately at a frequency 
of 0.1 Hz, the stimuli being kept 5 set apart. To induce LTD, one of 
the two electrodes was stimulated at a frequency of 2 Hz for IO min 
(low-frequency stimulation, LFS). During this time, no stimulation was 
given to the other electrode. 

Temporul .sepunrtim hetlrPrn AMPA mrl NMDA rrc,eptc)r-tlletlitrte~l 
cornpments of the ,jrltl EPSP. In a previous study using adult guinea 
pigs (Asztely et al., 1992). the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
components of the field EPSP were measured independently. and in 
parallel, using an early and a late measurement of the composite field 
EPSP in a low-magnesium solution. To determine whether this method 
could be applied in the present study using young rats, the temporal 
characteristics of the two components were first examined. 

Bath application of the NMDA receptor antagonist I)( -)-2-amino-S- 
phosphonopentanoic acid (APS; 25-50 FM) blocked a late portion of 
the field EPSP, leaving an early phase largely unaffected (Fig. IA/). 
Conversely, bath application of the AMPA receptor antagonist CNQX 
(IO PM) blocked an early portion of the field EPSP, leaving the late 
phase largely unaffected (Fig. lA2). The potential remaining in the pres- 
ence of both glutamate receptor antagonists (Fig. IA2) was unaffected 
by drop application of N”-cyclohexyladenosine (CHA: 200 PM; an 
adenosine agonist that reduces transmitter release) (not shown). This 
potential, thus containing the stimulus artifact and the presynaptic vol- 
ley, is referred to, in the following, as the nonsynaptic potential. 

On the basis of the above decomposition experiment (Fig. lA/.A2), 
the AMPA receptor-mediated field EPSP was estimated from the initial 
slope of the composite field EPSP. this value calculated as the slope of 
a regression line through the first 0.75 msec of the field EPSP curve 
following the presynaptic volley (solid arrows in Fig. IA/). The NMDA 
receptor-mediated field EPSP was estimated as a late amplitude of the 
composite field EPSP, this value calculated as the difference between 
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Figure I. Use of early and late measurements of the field EPSP to 
estimate AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components. A/. Su- 
perimposed averaged records of the field EPSPs (II = 20) before and 
after bath application of the NMDA receptor antagonist APS (SO PM). 

The application selectively blocked a late portion of the tield EPSP AZ. 
Superimposed averaged records of the field EPSPs before and after bath 
application of the AMPA receptor antagonist CNQX (IO FM). and the 
nonsynaptic field response remaining after additional application of APS 
(SO FM). The application of CNQX selectively blocked an early portion 
of the field EPSP Measurements of the initial slope (solid ctrrm’s in 
Al) and the late amplitude (o/>ert ~~rrm~.s in Al. A2) of the field EPSP 
were used to obtain parallel estimates of AMPA and NMDA receptor- 
mediated components of the field EPSP (Materials and Methods). B. 
Field EPSPs recorded for a range of stimulus strengths (HI; each curve 
is an average of IO records) and the corresponding relation between the 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components (HI: the points are 
fitted by a linear regression line). The field EPSP size of 100% repre- 
sents a typical size of the “baseline EPSP.” C, Blockade of GABA,, 
receptor-mediated inhibition had no effect on the recorded field EPSP 
Averaged records taken before (solid) and after (dotred) bath applica- 
tion of the GABA,, receptor antagonist 2-OH-saclofen (200 pM) are 
shown superimposed in CI. C2 shows nearly identical linear relations 
before (solid circ/e.r md t/w regre.\.siorl line) and after drug application 
(opera circ,lr.s). D, Blockade of GABA, receptor-mediated inhibition 
leads to activation of voltage-dependent conductances. Averaged re- 
cords taken before and after bath application of the GABA, receptor 
antagonist picrotoxin (100 FM) are shown superimposed in /)I. The 
volley and initial part of the EPSP are not changed by picrotoxin but 
the later part of the EPSP shows irregular waves that suggest activation 
of voltage-dependent conductances. The diagram in f>2 shows a linear 
relation between AMPA and NMDA measurements before picrotoxin 
application (solid circles od the regression liue) but LI nonlinear one 
after application of the drug (open circle.v). The data suggest that the 
NMDA receptor-mediated component is not reliably measured by 
means of the “late amplitude” under conditions when GABA,, recep- 
tor-mediated inhibition is blocked, except at low stimulus strengths. 
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the mean value during IO msec just preceding the stimulation and the 
mean value during 40 % 5 msec following the stimulus artifact (open 
arrows in Fig, lA/.A2). In terms of the measures so defined, application 
of APS affected largely the late amplitude measurement, reducing it to 
3.9 ? 2.3% of control. whereas 84.7 ? 3. I % of the initial slope re- 
mained (II = 10). Similarly, application of CNQX affected largely the 
initial slope, reducing it to 7.4 2 4.9% of control, whereas 94.2 ? 
2.8% (17 = IO) of late amplitude remained. 

Vtrlitlit~ of’ /nethocl .fiw pcuwllrl ttIcc~surctt7pnt.s ot’ AMPA trncl NMDA 
~c~c~c~~~to~-~~~~~~ilitrtec/,firltl EPSP con~~~ot~r~~t.s. When the AMPA receptor- 
mediated component of the field EPSP was removed by CNQX appli- 
cation. the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP would be subjected to less 
influence from membrane voltage. The small effect of CNQX on the 
late amplitude measurement, described above, suggests that such an 
influence is quite small under the present experimental conditions. To 
test this notion further, field EPSPs were recorded at a range of stimulus 
strengths (Fig. IHI). As shown in Figure IB2 for one experiment, the 
initial slope (AMPA) and late amplitude (NMDA) measurements in- 
creased in parallel, as expected from ;I minor influence of membrane 
voltage on the NMDA receptor-mediated component. This linear rela- 
tion between the two measures was observed in all eight slices tested 
in this manner. 

The application of CNQX might also be expected to reduce activation 
of inhibitory interneurons, and therefore reduce any influence of inhib- 
itory synaptic currents on the recorded field potential. The small effect 
of CNQX application on the late amplitude measurement might then 
also be taken to indicate that this influence is rather minimal under the 
present experimental conditions. Nevertheless, to examine this issue in 
greater detail, experiments were carried out in the presence of the ap- 
propriate antagonists. 

Application of the GABA,, antagonist 2-OH-saclofen (200 FM) had 
no effect on the field potential (Fig. I Cl), and, as shown in one exper- 
iment in Figure I C2, the relation between the initial slope (AMPA) and 
late amplitude (NMDA) remained linear for a range of stimulus 

strengths (II = 5). On the other hand, application of the GABA, antag- 
onist picrotoxin ( 100 FM) led to a more complex situation (n = 4). At 

low stimulation strengths (Fig. lO2), the two EPSP measures increased 
in parallel. However, at higher strengths the later portion of the potential 
drastically changed character. showing multiple irregular peaks (Fig. 
1111). This behavior suggests the involvement of voltage-dependent re- 

generative processes, making the late amplitude useless as a measure 
of NMDA receptor-mediated current. In view of these results, the ex- 
periments were carried out without application of GABA receptor an- 
tagonists. that is. with intact inhibition. 

I>trttr cr~~rr/~.vi.c. The signals were amplified and filtered at 3 kHz on 
an Axoclamp-2A (Axon Instruments), A/D converted, and fed to a 

Nord- I O/S microcomputer, which provided on-line measurement and 
display of field EPSP components. Data were then transferred to a PC- 
clone personal computer for a more detailed off-line analysis. The 
changes in EPSP components during LTD were quantified as mean ? 
SEM of responses taken IS-20 min after the end of the LFS, unless 
otherwise indicated. The values were normalized by division with the 

control level (mean response for a S-IO min period immediately pre- 
ceding the LFS). 

I>r/r,y.s. [I( p)-2-Amino-S-phosphonopentanoic acid (APS), 6-cyano-7- 
nitroquinoxaline-2.3.dione (CNQX), 2-OH-saclofen, and (RS)-Lu-methyl- 

4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG) were obtained from Tocris Neuramin, 
UK; N”-cyclohexyladenosine (CHA), nifedipine, Nw-nitro-I.-arginine 

(NOArg), and picrotoxin were from Sigma Chemical Company: okadaic 
acid was from Research Biochemicals Inc.; protoporphyrin IX zinc(Il) 
(ZnPP) was from Aldrich Chemical Company. 

Results 
LTD usir~g CI dlrcrl-c~ornl3onrnt jield EPSP 
LTD of’tiw AMPA rc~cel3t~)r-r?lrclicltecl umpment. To obtain sep- 
arate and parallel measurements of the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated components of the field EPSP, experiments 
were performed in a perfusion solution containing 0.1 ITIM mag- 

nesium and 1 FM CNQX (see Materials and Methods). In agree- 
ment with previous studies of LTD using entirely AMPA recep- 
tor-mediated EPSPs (Dudek and Bear, 1992, 1993; Mulkey and 
Malenka, l992), application of a low-frequency stimulation 
(LFS; 2 Hz for IO min) using a composite field EPSP resulted 
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Figlrre 2. LTD is input specific and associated with an equal change 
of AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components of the field EPSI? 
A, Parallel measurements of AMPA (A/) and NMDA (A2) receptor- 
mediated components of the field EPSP for a series of successive re- 
sponses evoked by stimulating one of two independent synaptic path- 
ways (tesr inp~dt) at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The values are plotted as 
averaged percentages of baseline values (II = IO experiments). LTD 
was induced by IO min of 2 Hz stimulation using test stimulus strength 
(her 2 Hz; each fourth response is plotted during 2 H/ stimulation). B. 
The measurements shown in A/ and A2 are plotted superimposed with 
symbols as indicated. C, Plots of AMPA (CI) and NMDA (C2) recep- 
tor-mediated components of the field EPSP of a separate synaptic path- 
way (control inprrt). This input was silent during the IO min of 2 Hz 
stimulation of the test input (htrr 0 Hz). II/, Relation between AMPA 
and NMDA receptor-mediated components for a set of I8 experiments 
(values taken IS-20 min after the induction of LTD). 02, values in III. 
expressed as mean + SEM. 

in an LTD of the AMPA receptor-mediated component (Fig. 
2AI). After an initial 5-10 min decay, the depression was gen- 
erally stable throughout the recording period of 30-60 min. For 
the experiments illustrated in Figure 2AI. the AMPA receptor- 
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mediated EPSP component, measured IS-20 min after the end 
of the LFS. was 63.4 ? 2.9% (n = IO) of the baseline value. 

Figure 2CI shows that no LTD occurred in the control path- 
way, indicating the input specificity of the effect. Control ex- 
periments (not illustrated) demonstrated that the transient in- 
crease that can be observed in the figure was related to our 
procedure of switching off the stimulation of the control input 
during LFS of the test input. 

LTD of’ the NMDA re~el,tor-tnerliuted conpment. The 
NMDA receptor-mediated component of the composite field 
EPSP displayed an input specific LTD with a similar time course 
and magnitude as the LTD of the AMPA receptor-mediated 
component (Fig. 2A2,C2). For the experiments illustrated in the 
tigure the NMDA receptor-mediated component was 65.8 ? 
4.0% of the baseline value (n = IO) when measured 15-20 min 
after the LFS; that is, its depression was essentially the same as 
that of the AMPA receptor-mediated component. The similar 
magnitude and time course of the LTDs of the two EPSP com- 
ponents can also be appreciated in Figure 2B, where the two 
curves are shown superimposed. 

For a somewhat larger sample (tz = 18) the AMPA and 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP components were reduced to 
65.6 ? 2.4% and to 68.2 + 2.6% of the baseline value, re- 
spectively (Fig. 202). This average similarity in the LTDs of 
the two EPSP components was not just fortuitous. Figure 201, 
in which the LTDs of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
EPSP components from each experiment are plotted against each 
other, indicates a significant covariation (Y = 0.59, P < 0.01). 

LTD of‘ pure NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs 

Since the LTD of the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP described 
above was calculated from a late measurement only (see Mate- 
rials and Methods), experiments were also carried out in a high 
CNQX concentration (IO PM) that completely blocked the 
AMPA receptor-mediated component, leaving an isolated 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSI? In Figure 3, A and B show that 
a standard LFS resulted in an input specific LTD of the pure 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP of similar time course and 
magnitude as the LTD of the NMDA receptor-mediated com- 
ponent seen in experiments using a composite EPSP. On the 
average the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP (measured as the 
slope of the initial 5 msec of the EPSP) was reduced to 57.4 + 
3.7% of the baseline value (n = 6). This similarity in LTD of 
the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP, when measured as initial 
slope or late on the falling phase of the EPSP, respectively, sug- 
gests that LTD is associated with a symmetrical change of the 
potential. Figure 3C, in which control and depressed NMDA 
receptor-mediated EPSPs are shown, illustrates that LTD is not 
associated with any change in the time course of the field EPSI? 

LTD induction chtrrc~cteristics 

NMDA receptor-dependent induction of LTD. In agreement with 
previous studies (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 
l992), LTD of the AMPA receptor-mediated component was 
not observed when the LFS was given in the presence of APS 
(25-50 PM). In fact, as shown in Figure 4C, the LFS under this 
condition produced a slight increase of the AMPA receptor- 
mediated EPSP, to 107.1 ? 4.8% of baseline value (n = 4). 

AP5 was also found to prevent the induction of LTD of the 
NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP (Fig. 4E). In this experi- 
ment, performed on a pure NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP, 
LFS applied in the presence of AP5 produced no LTD, as in- 
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Figure 3. LTD of the isolated NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP 
is input specific and associated with a symmetric change of the poten- 
tial. Experiments were carried out in the presence of 10 FM CNQX to 
block completely the AMPA receptor-mediated component. A. Mea- 
surements of the slope (linear regression during the initial 5 msec) of 
the NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP are plotted for a series of 
successive responses of the test input (stimulation frequency. 0.1 HJ). 
The values are plotted as averaged percentages of baseline values (II = 
6 experiments). LTD was induced by IO min of 2 Hc stimulation using 
the test stimulus strength (hrrr 2 H:). B, Same as in A, but for the control 
input which was silent during the IO min stimulation of the test input 
(hrrr 0 Hz). C, Averaged records of NMDA receptor-mediated field 
EPSPs from one of the experiments in A are shown. I, control taken 
immediately before the 2 Hz stimulation: 2. during LTD (20 min after 
the end of 2 Hz stimulation) as a smlitf line together with the control 
EPSP (tlottrd); 3, same as 2, but the two curves are scaled to the same 
size; 4. same as 3, but both EPSPs have been corrected by subtracting 
the nonsynaptic potential obtained after drop application of APS (5 
IllMl. 

dicated by the return of the EPSP to baseline value after washout 
of AP5. Moreover, a subsequent LFS (after washout) produced 
a normal LTD. A similar result was found in two additional 
experiments using a pure NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP, 
and in three experiments using a composite field EPSl? 

On the other hand, APS did not affect the expression or main- 
tenance of LTD (Fig. 40). As shown in this tigure, application 
of AP5 I hr after the LFS only produced a slight further decrease 
of the AMPA receptor-mediated field EPSP measure (to 86.2 
t 4.0% of the value before AP.5, n = 5). This value is similar 

to that observed on a naive pathway (Materials and Methods) 
representing a slight contamination of this measure by the 
NMDA receptor-mediated component. 

Other induction puthwuys in LTD.? To further characterize the 
induction properties of LTD under the present experimental con- 
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nifedipine 

F;,~IAw 4. The induction of both 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
LTD is NMDA receptor dependent, and 
it does not involve activation of either 
voltage-dependent calcium channels or 
metabotropic glutamate receptors. Par- 
allel measurements of AMPA and/or 
NMDA receptor-mediated components 
are plotted for a series of successive 
responses evoked at 0. I H/. The values 
are plotted as averaged percentages of 
baseline values from several similar ex- 
periments (A, II = 4: H. II = 4; C, II = 
4), or as percentages of baseline values 
from single experiments (D, E). LTD 
was induced by 10 min of 2 Hz stim- 
ulation (htrr 2 Hz). A, Experiments 
were carried out with the L-type volt- 
age-gated calcium channel blocker ni- 
fedipine (20 J*M) present in the bath. B, 
Experiments in the presence of the me- 
tabotropic glutamate receptor antago- 
nist MCPG (500 FM). C, Experiments 
in the presence of the NMDA receptor 
antagonist AP5 (25-50 FM). Under this 
condition only the AMPA receptor- 
mediated component could be ob- 
served. II. Single experiment in which 
APS (25 FM) was applied in the bath 
about I hr after the LTD induction, 
showing that APS had no effect on es- 
tablished LTD of the AMPA receptor- 
mediated component. E, Single exper- 
iment in which the NMDA receptor- 
mediated component was observed in 

isolation (in the presence of IO pM 

CNQX) showing that bath application 

of APS (2.5 PM) blocked LTD induc- 
tion. The subsequent washout of APS 

restored the capacity for LTD induction 
(,sPcYmi htrr-). 
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ditions, we examined whether the induction might involve ac- 

tivation of voltage-dependent calcium channels or of metabo- 
tropic glutamate receptors. LFS was applied to slices maintained 
in a solution containing nifedipine (20 PM), a blocker of L-type 
voltage-gated calcium channels. The resulting LTD was even 
slightly greater under these conditions, the AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated components decreasing to 49.4 + 6.6% and 
53.8 ? 4.3%, respectively, of baseline values (n = 4; Fig. 4A). 
Similarly, in the presence of MCPG (500 PM), an antagonist to 
the metabotropic glutamate receptor, the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated components decreased to 54.8 ? 6.8% and 
62.4 2 2.3%. respectively, of baseline values (n = 4; Fig. 4B). 

AMPA md NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP changes in 
LTD-cwnpurison with those induced by an udenosine agonist 
The near equal changes of AMPA and NMDA receptor-medi- 
ated components of the field EPSP observed during LTD might 

result from alterations in transmitter release. It therefore seemed 
of interest to compare the LTD-induced changes with those pro- 
duced by an agent that is known to affect presynaptic function. 
In the experiments described below, the adenosine agonist CHA, 
known to reduce the probability of transmitter release in hip- 
pocampal synapses (Burke and Nadler, 1988; Lupica et al., 1992; 
Prince and Stevens, 1992), was used. In most of the experiments, 
the drug was applied as a droplet of a relatively concentrated 
CHA solution (200 PM) at some distance from the recording 
site. It was then allowed to equilibrate into the recording region 
until virtually no synaptic potential remained. 

CHA-induced chunges in AMPA urld NMDA rec,El’tor-rrlccli- 
ared,field EPSPs. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental situation. 
One of the pathways (test input) was first tetanir.ed by an LFS 
to induce LTD of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
field EPSP components. CHA was applied about 30 min there- 
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Fig/w 5. LTD and application of CHA affect AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated components in a similar manner. Parallel measure- 
ments of AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components of the field 
EPSP are plotted for a series of successive responses in a single exper- 
iment. The two independent pathways (t~.~t crntl confrd irzpuf.s) were 
alternately stimulated at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Values are plotted as 
percentages of baseline values. A small drop of the adenosine agonist 
CHA (200 )LM) was applied as indicated, leading to a gradually devel- 
oping blockade of the EPSP until no synaptic potential remained. For 
a comparison between LTD and the effect of CHA, the EPSP reduction 
during LTD in the test input and that induced by CHA in the control 
input were compared in the individual experiments at a similar mag- 
nitude. The mean of the percentage values of the AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated components during LTD. relative to their baseline 
values, was determined in each experiment. Then, a time f,,, (indicated 
by a Ivrrictrl /in irl C (OK/ D) was determined in each experiment such 
that the mean of the percentage values of the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated components induced by CHA in the control input at 
t,,, was equal to the mean value (for LTD) mentioned above. The relative 
magnitudes of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated responses at 

I,,, for the control input were then compared (I) with those obtained in 
the test input by the LFS alone and (2) with those in the test input at 

‘w 

after, affecting both the tetanized pathway and the naive control 
pathway. In the case illustrated in Figure 5, the LFS reduced 
both components to about 60% of baseline values (Fig. 5A,B). 
As indicated in Figure 5, C and D, a CHA-induced reduction of 
the AMPA receptor-mediated component to 60% also corre- 
sponded to an approximate similar reduction in the NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated component. For I4 slices analyzed in this man- 
ner the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components de- 
creased during LTD, on average, to 58.1 2 2.8% and 63.0 2 
3.0%, respectively, of baseline values (see Fig. 7A). When com- 
paring for similarly sized reductions induced by CHA in the 
control input (in each experiment; see Fig. 5 legend for a de- 
tailed description) the corresponding values were 60.8 + 2.7% 
and 60.3 + 2.4% of baseline values (see Fig. 7A). 

The near equal changes in AMPA and NMDA receptor-me- 
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Figure 6. Comparison between LTD and CHA application. The rela- 
tion between AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components (mea- 
sured as percentages of baseline values) is shown for LTD (A I. HI) and 
for a similarly sized CHA effect (A2, 82) determined as described in 
the Figure 5 legend. A and R are, respectively, before and after correc- 
tion for nonsynaptic potentials. The corrected values w’ere obtained by 
subtracting the nonsynaptic potential (in each slice/input) from the bas- 
eline EPSPs as well as from the EPSPs measured after LTD or CHA. 
A3 and B-3, Relation between the deviations from equal changes in 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated potentials in the depressions in- 
duced during LTD or by CHA application. before (A) anti after (R) 
correction for nonsynaptic potentials. 

diated EPSP components, described above, were independent ot 
the particular manner in which the EPSP components were mea- 
sured, both with respect to LTD and CHA. Figure 7B. in which 
field potentials averaged over the group of I4 slices used above 
are shown, illustrates that the composite field EPSP, after cor- 
rection for the nonsynaptic potential, is essentially unaltered in 
its time course after LTD induction as well as after CHA appli- 
cation. 

For the individual experiments, there was a considerable de- 
viation with respect to equal changes in the LTDs of the AMPA 
and NMDA receptor-mediated components (Fig. 2Dl). It thus 
seemed important to establish whether such deviations also oc- 
curred in connection with CHA application. Figure 6 shows the 
relation between the relative amounts of AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated field EPSPs after LFS (Al) and CHA (A2). 
respectively, for the experiments described above. The graphs 
indicate a considerable deviation from equal AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated field EPSP changes, both with respect to LTD 
and CHA. A possible cause for these deviations could be inter- 
ference from the presynaptic volley and stimulus artifact, that 
is, from the nonsynaptic potential (Materials and Methods). To 
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Flgrr~ 7. Comparison between LTD and CHA application: average 
results. A. Reductions in AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated com- 
ponents for LTD and for similarly sized CHA effects (see Fig. 5 legend), 
before and after correction for nonsynaptic potentials (mean + SEM 
for the data in Fig. 6; II = 14). B, Averages of average potentials 
recorded in the I4 experiments, for LTD (test input; y+~r recorcls) and 
for CHA (control input; lobvrr recor&). The potentials used for CHA 
were matched in size to those subjected to LTD according to the method 
described in the Figure 5 legend. I, after complete blockade of synaptic 
transmission by CHA (nonsynaptic potential); 2, after LTD or CHA 
application: 3, baseline EPSP It can be noted that the depression oc- 
curred without changes in the shape of the composite EPSP (both for 
LTD and CHA) as evidenced by the close match between the scaled 
EPSPs (snlicl) and the baseline EPSPs (c/otfrtl). 

examine this possibility the potential remaining after complete 
blockade of transmitter release by drop application of CHA (200 
p.M) was used as nonsynaptic potential. As indicated by the open 
circles in Figure 6, representing the initial slope and late ampli- 
tude measurements applied to the nonsynaptic potential, the 
measurements of AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated field 
EPSPs were contaminated by nonsynaptic effects. However, as 
shown in Figure 6B, in which the data points in Figure 6A are 
replotted after correction by their corresponding nonsynaptic 
values, the correction for nonsynaptic.effects did not improve 
the correlation for the individual experiments (Fig. 6B/,B2). On 
the other hand, the average reduction in AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated field EPSPs by LFS and CHA remained ap- 
proximately the same as before (Fig. 7A). 

The results presented in Figure 6 thus suggest that consider- 
able deviations from equal changes in AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated field potentials can occur, both following LFS 
and CHA application. These deviations were, however, corre- 
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Figure 8. LTD and CHA interact in a multiplicative manner. Al, Re- 
lation between the AMPA receptor-mediated components of the test 
(subjected to LTD) and control (naive) inputs during the progressive 
action of CHA, as percentage of baseline values before CHA applica- 
tion. A2, Similar to A/. but shows the relation between the NMDA 
receptor-mediated components of the two inputs. The original mea- 
surements are shown as O,XW circles. whereas averages of binned data 
are indicated by Irrrgrr, .so/icl circ/r.s. BI and H2. averages of AMPA- 
AMPA and NMDA-NMDA relations (see above) for a set of I4 ex- 
periments. 

lated with each other such that in experiments in which LFS 
gave a larger change in the AMPA receptor-mediated compo- 
nent than in the NMDA receptor-mediated one, or vice versa, 
the same tended to be true for CHA application. This result is 
illustrated in Figure 6, AS and B3. 

Interaction between LTD and the syuptic drpressior~ girwl 
by CHA. As illustrated in Figure 5, the effect of CHA application 
was tested both for a naive pathway (control input) and for one 
that had been subjected to LTD (test input). To examine how 
CHA affected these two inputs, the magnitudes of the AMPA. 
and NMDA, receptor-mediated components (relative to baseline 
values before drug application) obtained during the progressive 
action of CHA for each of the two inputs were plotted against 
each other. Figure 8A, showing values from a single experiment, 
indicates that the EPSPs from the two inputs changed in a pro- 
portional manner (solid circles represent average of binned data). 
The data pooled from all I4 experiments (Fig. 8B) demonstrate 
that both the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs were 
affected in an equal manner for the two inputs, for the whole 
range of partially blocked EPSPs. The EPSP depression induced 
by CHA thus interacts in a multiplicative manner with that ap- 
pearing during LTD, indicating that these two processes are 
mechanistically independent. 

Induction of LTD in the presence c$ CHA. In agreement with 
the above independence, normal amounts of LTD were also 
evoked in the presence of an EPSP depression induced by CHA. 
A constant concentration of CHA (100 nM) was applied in the 
perfusion solution, leading to a decrease of the EPSP to about 
20-30% of its original magnitude. LTD induced under those 
conditions was similar to that seen in the standard solution. the 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components changing to 
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Fi~ltw Y. Summary of’ relation between AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components during LTD under various conditions. Bars represent 
the magnitudes of AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components of the field EPSP (I S-20 nun after LTD induction) as percentage of baseline 
values, in experiments performed in normal perfusion solution and in the presence of different drugs: CNQX (pure NMDA receptormediated 
EPSP), APS (pure AMPA receptor-mediated EPSP), nifedipine, MCPG, CHA, NOArg, ZnPP and okadaic acid (full and partial blockade). The 
error bars are SEM 

55.4 + 4.6% and 65. I -+ 2.9%, respectively, of baseline values 
(II = 8). 

LTD and puired-pulse jkditation 

Alterations in the degree of paired-pulse facilitation are often 
used to test for an involvement of a presynaptic change (Mc- 
Naughton, 1982; Manabe et al., 1993). However, measuring 
paired-pulse facilitation in the present experimental situation 
was complicated by the long duration of the NMDA receptor- 
mediated EPSP this EPSP tending to interfere with the second 
response of a pair. Paired-pulse tests (using a 30-50 msec inter- 
stimulus interval) were therefore carried out on pure AMPA re- 
ceptor-mediated EPSPs obtained while blocking the NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated component by AP5 (50 PM). Thus, after bas- 
eline values of paired-pulse facilitation had been recorded, AP5 
was washed out, LTD was induced, and AP5 was again applied 
to allow for a second period of paired-pulse recording. In these 
experiments, LTD (to 63.4 ? 5.0% of the baseline value) pro- 
duced no significant change in paired-pulse facilitation; the mag- 
nitude of the second response, relative to the first one, was 16X.4 
? 8.0% and 176.1 ? I I .6% (n = 7, p > 0.05), respectively, 
before and after LTD had been induced. 

Involvement of retrogtwde messengers.? 

Since LTD is considered to be induced postsynaptically (Dudek 
and Bear, 1992, 1993; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992). a presyn- 
aptic location for its expression would necessitate a retrograde 
messenger, such as nitric oxide (NO) or carbon monoxide (CO) 
(Hawkins et al., 1994; Schuman and Madison, 1994). In order 
to test for such involvement, LFS was given in the presence of 
the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor Nw-nitro-L-arginine (NOArg: 
100 PM) or the heme oxygenase inhibitor protoporphyrin IX 
zinc(I1) (ZnPP; IO FM). LTD induced in the presence of either 
of these drugs did not differ significantly from the LTD seen 
under control conditions, the AMPA and NMDA receptor-me- 
diated components being reduced to 58.5 -t 4. I c/r and 66. I t 
3.5%, respectively, of baseline values in the NOArg experiments 
(n = 5) and to 57.7 -t 5.4% and 62.3 + 4.7% in the ZnPP 
experiments (a = 3) (Fig. 9). 

Protein phosphatases and LTD 

Application of phosphatase inhibitors has previously been shown 
to block the LTD of the AMPA receptor-mediated lield EPSP 
(Mulkey et al., 1993, 1994). In the present study, incubation of 
the slices in okadaic acid (I FM) for several hours resulted in a 
total blockade of LTD not only of the AMPA receptor-mediated 
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component, but also of the NMDA receptor-mediated one (Fig. 
9). To examine whether okadaic acid might differentially influ- 
ence LTD of the two EPSP components, an LFS was also given 
in slices treated with okadaic acid for shorter times than those 
used above, leading to a partial blockade of LTD. On average, 
the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated components were af- 
fected to a similar extent, being reduced to 79.1 +- 5.8% and 
78.6 t 4.9%. respectively, of baseline values (n = 4; Fig. 9). 

Discussion 

The present study suggests that the homosynaptic LTD observed 
after low-frequency activation in the hippocampal CA I region 
is associated with near equal depression of the AMPA and 
NMDA receptor-mediated components of the tield EPSP This 
parallel depression was found to be a robust phenomenon that 
resisted a number of different pharmacological manipulations, a 
result indicating a common induction, as well as a common lo- 
cus of expression, for the LTDs of the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated EPSPs. Application of an adenosine agonist 
that depresses EPSPs via a reduction in presynaptic transmitter 
release (Burke and Nadler, 1988; Lupica et al.. 1992; Prince and 
Stevens, 1992) produced a depression of the AMPA and NMDA 
receptor-mediated components of the lield EPSP that resembled 
that which occurred during LTD. On the other hand, the field 
EPSP depressions induced by low-frequency activation and an 
adenosine agonist, respectively, did not interact with each other. 
Nor was paired-pulse facilitation signilicantly affected by LTD. 
The present results, then, seem to favor the idea that LTD ex- 
pression has a presynaptic locus, but with a mechanism of un- 
defined nature. 

In contrast to previous studies on homosynaptic NMDA recep- 
tor-dependent LTD induced by prolonged (5-10 min) low-fre- 
quency (l-2 Hz) activation (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and 
Malenka, 1992) the present study was performed using a low- 
magnesium solution (boosting the NMDA receptor-mediated 
EPSP) and with partial blockade of the AMPA receptor-medi- 
ated EPSP Nevertheless, the LTD of the AMPA receptor-me- 
diated LTD observed under our experimental conditions had a 
similar magnitude and time course as that observed previously 
examining AMPA receptor-mediated EPSPs in isolation (for ref- 
erences, see above). Furthermore, in agreement with this latter 
LTD. the presently observed one was input specific, and it was 
blocked by an NMDA receptor antagonist and by a phosphatase 
inhibitor. Finally, it was predominantly found in young (2-3- 
week-old) rats, being substantially less in older ones (unpubli- 
shed observations). There is thus no obvious reason to consider 
this LTD to be a separate phenomenon from the homosynaptic 
LTD previously described. 

A homosynaptic LTD of the (isolated) NMDA receptor-me- 
diated EPSP has also previously been described in the CAI re- 
gion (Gean and Lin, 1993). This LTD of the NMDA receptor- 
mediated EPSP was evoked by prolonged low-frequency affer- 
ent activation, but only when it was paired with postsynaptic 
membrane depolarization, indicating to the authors a higher 
threshold for induction than for the LTD of the AMPA receptor- 
mediated EPSP However, since the LTD observed by Gean and 
Lin (1993) had a similar time course and magnitude as that 
observed here, and since it was also blocked by an NMDA re- 
ceptor antagonist, it likely represents the same LTD as that ob- 

between the LTDs of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
EPSPs may be more apparent than real. 

The parallel measurement of AMPA and NMDA receptor-me- 
diated EPSPs used in the present study necessitated the use of 
a composite held EPSP in which the two EPSP components 
were extracted by measuring at specific times after stimulus on- 
set. The AMPA receptor-mediated component was thus esti- 
mated from an initial slope measurement, and the NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated one from a late measurement (Materials and 
Methods). A matter of concern is then to what extent these mea- 
sures have given an accurate representation of changes in the 
two EPSP components. As shown, the initial slope measurement 
contained a small fraction that was NMDA receptor mediated 
since the initial slope was reduced by about 15% following ap- 
plication of AP5. However, if, as indicated in this study, the 
NMDA receptor-mediated component changes in much the 
same manner as the AMPA receptor-mediated one, no correc- 
tion for this overlap should be needed. What is then more of a 
concern is whether the late amplitude measurement accurately 
reflects changes in the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP This 
measurement may be affected not only by the magnitude of the 
AMPA receptor-mediated EPSP due to the voltage dependence 
of the NMDA receptor channels still remaining in 0. I mrvt mag- 
nesium, but also by the magnitude of GABA receptor-mediated 
inhibition. However, as mentioned in Materials and Methods, the 
late measurement can most likely be seen as a valid measure of 
the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP In brief, a field EPSP re- 
corded at a range of stimulus strengths showed a parallel in- 
crease in initial slope and late amplitude measurements. More- 
over, a complete block of the AMPA receptor-mediated EPSP 
did not affect the late measurement, indicating little influence 
from membrane voltage and inhibition. Finally, when inducing 
LTD on an isolated NMDA receptor-mediated field EPSP, the 
EPSP shape was unaltered, suggesting that changes in the late 
measurement accurately described that of the potential as a 
whole. 

Nonetheless, the EPSP measurements were affected by the, 
so-called, nonsynaptic potential, representing stimulus artifact 
and presynaptic volley (Figs. 6, 7B; see also Materials and Meth- 
ods). When calculated for a hypothetical case in which the av- 
erage nonsynaptic potential was added to an ideal composite 
field EPSP that was uniformly depressed, the depression of the 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs should differ by 
about 3-5s (AMPA more depressed). This result may then ex- 
plain the small, but rather consistent, difference in LTD of the 
two EPSP components that can be observed in our material. 

Induction of LTD of AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
EPSPs does not necessarily have to be the same. For instance, 
with respect to LTP, metabotropic glutamate receptor activation 
has been reported to have a differential role for AMPA and 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs (O’Connor et al., 1994). No 
evidence for such different induction requirements was found in 
the present study. The induction of LTD of both AMPA and 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs was blocked by an NMDA 
receptor antagonist, and in neither case was the induction af- 
fected by block of L-type voltage-gated calcium channels or of 

served here. If  so, the alleged difference in induction threshold the metabotropic glutamate receptor. This latter result also in- 
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dicates that the LTD presently observed differs from that re- 
cently described in neonatal (3-7 d) rats, an LTD that was found 
to depend on both voltage-gated calcium channels and metabo- 
tropic glutamate receptor activation for its induction (Bolshakov 
and Siegelbaum, 1994). 

This apparent similarity in induction was also found to extend 
to the possible enzymatic systems triggered by the NMDA re- 
ceptor activation. As shown previously, LTD of the AMPA re- 
ceptor-mediated EPSP is blocked in the presence of phosphatase 
inhibitors (Mulkey et al., 1993, 1994). and the present study 
showed that this was also the case for LTD of the NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated EPSI? More importantly, a brief exposure to a 
phosphatase inhibitor, leading to a partial blockade of the LTD 
of the AMPA receptor-mediated EPSP, led to a similar partial 
blockade of the LTD of the NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP, 
indicating a close coupling between the two LTDs. 

Whereas some studies have implicated NO or CO as retro- 
grade messengers in LTD (see Hawkins et al., 1994; Schuman 
and Madison, 1994), other studies have not substantiated this 
notion (Cummings et al., 1994). In our hands, inhibitors of NO 
and CO syntheses had no effect on LTD of either the AMPA or 
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSP Besides demonstrating a fur- 
ther shared property for the LTDs of the two EPSP components, 
this result also suggests that to the extent that LTD expression 
is presynaptic, LTD makes use of a retrograde signaling pathway 
that does not involve NO or CO. 

An important aim for the present study was to find out how the 
LTD-associated changes in AMPA and NMDA receptor-medi- 
ated EPSPs compared with those produced by some agent that 
affected presynaptic function. The present results indicate a good 
agreement. As was the case for LTD. application of the adeno- 
sine agonist CHA gave, on average, an equal depression of the 
two measures used for the estimation of the two EPSP compo- 
nents. When examined for individual experiments, deviations 
from equal change in AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated 
EPSPs were observed in association with LTD as well as after 
CHA application. These deviations, whatever their origin, were 
clearly correlated such that if LTD produced a larger change in 
the measurement of the AMPA than in that of the NMDA re- 
ceptor-mediated component, this tended also to be the case after 
CHA application. The present results are then clearly compatible 
with an LTD based on a decrease in presynaptic release proba- 
bility. They would also support the notion that the increased 
number of failures observed after LTD induction (Stevens and 
Wang, 1994) corresponds to a presynaptic failure rather than to 
a postsynaptic modification, unless the latter one consists of a 
coordinated dropout of both AMPA and NMDA receptor chan- 
nels. One would then have to surmise that the phosphatase in- 
volved in LTD (Mulkey et al., 1993) either is a postsynaptic 
one, taking part in the production of a retrograde messenger, or 
is a presynaptic one. 

According to another scenario, LTP/LTD is seen as a post- 
synaptic interaction of kinase/phosphatase actions on the AMPA 
receptor channels (Lisman and Goldring, 1988; Lisman, 1989, 
1994, Mulkey et al., 1993; Bear and Malenka, 1994). The pres- 
ent results would then suggest that this postsynaptic enzyme 
action must act in parallel on both AMPA and NMDA receptor 
channels. Whereas such a postsynaptic scenario may be less at- 
tractive, considering the rather close linkage between the LTDs 
of the AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs discussed 

above, it may easier explain the clearly unequal changes in 
AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs seen during LTP 
(Muller and Lynch, 1988; Asztely et al., 1992; Perkel and Nicoll. 
1993). One may then envisage that the AMPA and NMDA re- 
ceptor channels are phosphorylated at different rates but de- 
phosphorylated at equal rates, and thus would be differentially 
affected with respect to LTP and LTD. 

A common argument against a presynaptic locus for LTP ex- 
pression is that LTP does not seem to interact with other changes 
in presynaptic function. Thus, it has been reported that paired- 
pulse facilitation is unaffected by LTP (McNaughton, 1982: 
Gustafsson et al., 1988; Manabe et al.. 1993; but see Schulz et 
al., 1994) and that changes in release induced by alteration of 
the calcium/magnesium relation or by adenosine agonists/antag- 
onists affect naive and tetanized inputs equally (Huang et al.. 
1987, 1988: Muller and Lynch, 1989; Asztely et al., 1994). A 
lack of interaction between LTD and paired-pulse facilitation has 
previously been observed in normal solution (Mulkey and Mal- 
enka, 1992) and was also observed presently in our situation 
with a likely higher basal release due to low-magnesium co1i- 
centration. In addition, the relative degree of EPSP reduction by 

CHA application was equal for naive pathways and pathways 
subjected to LTD, and equal amounts of LTD were obtained 

before and after CHA application. An LTD based on a change 
in transmitter release must then be well separated from other 
such mechanisms. 

The present study demonstrates that homosynaptic NMDA-de- 
pendent LTD is issociated with near equal-changes in AMPA 
and NMDA receptor-mediated EPSPs, a characteristic that ap- 
peared to resist all biochemical and pharmacological manipula- 

tions used in this study. A possible mechanism for this behavior 

is a coordinated dropout of both AMPA and NMDA receptor 
channels in the postsynaptic membrane. A more straightforward 

explanation of these results is that LTD is due to a decrease in 
transmitter release. However, such a conclusion should be tem- 
pered by the lack of interaction between LTD and synaptic re- 
lease changes produced by paired-pulse facilitation and an aden- 
osine agonist. 
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